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Introduction

This document is for adults looking to support young people who are 
experiencing, or who are at risk of experiencing cyber bullying.  

We refer to the Bullying UK website information regularly as it is a 
thorough and helpful source of information. 

(http://www.bullying.co.uk/cyberbullying/)

Through our work we have gained an understanding about the various 
challenges and difficulties children face online. 

Technology evolves at a fast pace, young people are mostly ahead of 
adults when it comes to operating and understanding new devices and 
their varying applications. 

The internet is never going to be a completely safe place, no matter how 
many web pages are shut down or made illegal - it would be impossible 
to ensure that all dangers are completely eradicated. 

Therefore our method is to focus on the children's understanding, 
resilience and awareness to help them stay safe and use the internet in a 
positive and productive way. 
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Want to find out more about Internet safety? Please see our 
‘Helpful documents’ section on our website to find an extensive 
guide to E-Safety along with many other useful information sheets. 



What is Cyber Bullying?

Cyber bullying is any form of bullying which takes place online or through smartphones and tablets. Social networking 
sites, messaging apps, gaming sites and chat rooms such as Facebook, XBox Live, Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat and 
other chat rooms.

 (Bullying UK)

Below is information from Bullying UK on the different forms of cyber bullying.

.
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It can be shocking to discover the young age that children can be negatively affected by online experiences. It is 
important to be aware of the many different platforms which can be gateways for those people who do not use the 
internet positively - For example it is not just Facebook and Twitter that children can be contacted through, but also 
games and picture messages. 

It’s true that it is easy for people to become a victim of bullying online, but also that it is easy to bully others. Becoming 
involved in a group or individual chat where misinterpretation of written text can easily happen, it is no wonder that 
children find themselves being unusually crewel to others, saying things they would not had the conversation 
happened face-to-face. 

Harassment 
This is the act of sending offensive, 
rude, and insulting messages and 
being abusive. Nasty or humiliating 
comments on posts, photos and in 
chat rooms. Being explicitly offensive 
on gaming sites.

Flaming 

This is when someone is purposely 
using really extreme and offensive 
language and getting into online 
arguments and fights. They do this to 
cause reactions and enjoy the fact it 
causes someone to get distressed.

Exclusion 

This is when others intentionally 
leave someone out of a group such 
as group messages, online apps, 
gaming sites and other online 
engagement. This is also a form of 
social bullying and a very common. 

Bullying by spreading rumours and gossip
The worst thing about social networking sites and messaging apps is that anything nasty posted about you can be seen 
by lots of people and these posts can go viral very fast and be shared by so many people within minutes in some cases.

From what we have heard from people who have been bullied online, the most vicious gossip and rumours are often 
spread by people who were once your best friends so it's best to keep secrets and personal information to yourself. Only 
tell people things if it wouldn't embarrass you if other people found out about them. Posting false and malicious things 
about people on the internet can be classed as harassment.
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Denigration
 This is when someone may send 
information about another person 
that is fake, damaging and untrue. 
Sharing photos of someone for the 
purpose to ridicule, spreading fake 
rumours and gossip. This can be on 
any site online or on apps. We even 
hear about people altering photos of 
others and posting in online for the 
purpose of bullying.

Impersonation 

This is when someone will hack into 
someone’s email or social 
networking account and use the 
person's online identity to send or 
post vicious or embarrassing material 
to/about others. The making up of 
fake profiles on social network sites, 
apps and online are common place 
and it can be really difficult to get 
them closed down.

Cyber Stalking 

This is the act of repeatedly sending 
messages that include threats of harm, 
harassment, intimidating messages, or 
engaging in other online activities that 
make a person afraid for his or her 
safety. The actions may be illegal too 
depending on what they are doing. 

Threatening behaviour
Anyone who makes threats to you on the internet could be committing a criminal 
offence. It's against the law in the UK to use the phone system, which includes the 
internet, to cause alarm or distress. It could also be against the 1997 Harassment 
Act. If threats are made against you then it's essential you confide in your parents, 
or someone you trust so that they can make a complaint to the police. If you can't 
print out the threats use the "print screen" button or snipping tool to take a 
snapshot of the computer screen and then save that somewhere safe. Or if you 
have a phone or tablet, use the screenshot function and keep these images safe.

Blackmail and grooming
We have had many complaints from young people that new "friends" online have 
tried to pressure them into taking their clothes off and filming or taking images of 
themselves. Threats have been made that their parent will be told embarrassing 
things if they don't take part or they will send the images to everyone they know if 
they do not do it.

This is an offence called "grooming" in the UK and people who have been found 
guilty of "grooming" have been jailed. Remember: everyone you meet on the 
internet is a stranger and you need to keep personal things personal to you, don't 
share your secrets with other people and if anyone asks you to do anything that 
makes you feel uncomfortable then don't do it.

We often hear of people in relationships trying to make their boyfriend or girlfriend 
send sexting images of themselves to prove they love them or want to be with 
them. It is against the law for anyone under the age of 18 to take, send or 
redistribute pictures of anyone under the age of 18.

CEOP is The Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre and they investigate 
cases of sexual abuse and grooming on the internet. You can report incidents by 
clicking the red button on the top right hand corner of the CEOP website. Although 
the police can get information from your computer's hard drive, it is helpful if you 
don't delete anything until the police have decided whether they need it as 
evidence.

Outing and 
Trickery 

This is when someone may share 
personal information about another 
or trick someone into revealing 
secrets and forward it to others. They 
may also do this with private images 
and videos too. 

When comments 
gets abusive
There are quite a few instant 
messaging apps including Snapchat, 
WhatsApp, Secret, Whisper and 
Instagram.  They are a great way of 
sharing things with your friends and 
having fun. But if things turn nasty 
you can block people from seeing 
you are on line and you can save 
abusive conversations or print them 
out as evidence.

It's tempting to have a go back if 
someone makes a rude posting on 
your online space, social network or 
app but don't. This is called flaming 
and it just makes the problem worse. 
Abusive comments are very 
upsetting but the best way to deal 
with them is to get them removed by 
the website. Read our advice on 
bullying on social networks to find 
out how to remove comments.



Cyber Bullying and E-Safety

It is necessary to have an E-Safety policy AND a bullying policy, however we feel it is 
important to stress that these need to overlap and go hand in hand. 

Cyber bullying is rife in and out of school - technology is always evolving, and more often than not young 
people are leaps and bounds ahead of us with knowledge and understanding. It is not only a poignant 
issue for your E-Safety policy, but also MUST be addressed in anti-bullying. 

Teachers are hugely important in the fight against cyber bullying and must be informed that since 2011 
they were granted more power over young people’s electronic device. 
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The wider search powers included in the Education Act 2011 give teachers stronger powers to tackle 
cyber-bullying by providing a specific power to search for and, if necessary, delete inappropriate 
images (or files) on electronic devices, including mobile phones. Separate advice on teachers’ powers 
to search (including statutory guidance on dealing with electronic devices) is available – see below for 
a link to this document. For more information on how to respond to cyber-bullying and how pupils 
can keep themselves safe, please refer to the Childnet International link under ‘further resources’.

TIP: Host focus groups to enable young people to tell teachers 
what apps are trending and what sites they are using. 

Be cautious not to become too fixated on the websites. Last year there was a national call 
for ‘ask.fm’ to be closed and whilst devastating experiences would support this action, it’s 
important to not become fixated on these actions as solving the cause. Websites of a similar 
nature will always be presented and reinvented to young people and energy could be 
better channeled in to improving resilience and confidence to behave responsibility online.



 Tips to help you tackle cyber bullying  
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Below are some tips and danger signs suggested by Bullying UK.  

Internet safety tips

• Never give out your real name
• Never tell anyone where you go to school
• Only meet someone from a chatroom in a public place with one of your parents or another adult. If they 

are genuinely who they say they are they will be happy to do this
• Never give out your address or telephone number
• Never agree to meet anyone from a chatroom on your own
• Tell an adult if someone makes inappropriate suggestions to you or makes you feel uncomfortable on-

line

Danger signs

• If the person tries to insist on having your address or phone number
• If the person emails you pictures which make you feel uncomfortable and which you would not want to 

show to anyone else
• If the person wants to keep their chats with you secret
• If the person tells you that you will get into trouble if you tell an adult what has been going on
• If the person emails you pictures which make you feel uncomfortable and which you would not want to 

show to anyone else
• If the person wants you to email them pictures of yourself or use a webcam in a way which makes you 

feel uncomfortable
• If the person shares information with you and tells you not to tell anyone else about it
• If the person wants to meet you and tells you not to let anyone know
• If you find any of these danger signs  it's important that you tell your parents or another adult.



Below Bullying Uk describe how to report bullying on social media and how to close 
down social media webpages; 

Facebook
Facebook does not tolerate bullying and say they will remove bullying content when they become aware 
of it and may disable the account of anyone who bullies or attacks another. They have a set of community 
standards that they adhere to and it states that they will not tolerate:

• Pages that identify and shame private individuals,
• Images altered to degrade private individuals,
• Photos or videos of physical bullying posted to shame the victim,
• Sharing personal information to blackmail or harass people and
• Repeatedly targeting other people with unwanted friend requests or messages.

You can report bullying on Facebook using the report links which appear near the content itself, normally 
on a drop down arrow which gives you menu option to report the image, post or comment.

Twitter
If you receive a tweet or reply that you don't like, you can unfollow that person. If they continue to contact 
you, you can block the user (just click on the head icon on their profile and select block user). You may 
find that as they are unable to get through to you, they will lose interest. However, if this is not the case 
and you continue to receive unwanted replies, abuse or threats, you can report it straight to Twitter 
directly. If you know a friend or family member is being abused on Twitter, they have advice pages that 
can help with step by step help.

YouTube
You have every right to use YouTube without fear of being subjected to bullying or harassment. Bullying 
can be reported and action taken when things cross a line.  To flag a video you think is inappropriate 
(click on the little flag bottom right of the video) and YouTube will take a look at it to see whether it 
breaks their terms of use. If it does then they will remove it. YouTube rules say you can't upload videos 
with hate content, nudity or graphic violence and if you find one on someone else's space, click on the 
video to flag it as inappropriate. If under comments, you are being bullied, harassed or threats are being 
made, they have a reporting tool page where you can report the bullying and they will investigate.
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How to deal with bullying on social media



How to report bullying or abuse on messaging apps

Instagram
Bullying or abuse on Instagram can happen in many ways. It can be either negative comments, fake 
profiles or hacking of accounts. Instagram take all of these violations very seriously and have plenty of 
advice on their pages if you or someone you know is being bullied or abused on Instagram. Their advice 
initially is to block and unfollow the person who is being abusive. However, if it continues or it has gotten 
worse, you can use their in-app reporting tool. This page has details on how to report the abuse directly to 
them.  

Snapchat
Snapchat is an app that allows users to send pictures to each other that disappear off screen within a set 
amount of time. Unfortunately, there is bullying on Snapchat in the form of screenshots, sending pics 
without permission, negative comments and more. If this is the case for you or someone you know they 
can block a user, tap the Menu icon, select “My Friends,” locate their name in the list and swipe right across 
their name. If you would like to delete a friend from your contacts, press “Delete.” Even if you haven’t 
added the user as a friend, their name will still appear in the “My Friends” list under “Recent” if they have 
sent you a message recently. If you receive an inappropriate photo or someone's harassing or bullying 
you, report it by filling out their online form.

WhatsApp
WhatsApp Messenger lets people sends instant messages, videos, photos, and short audio messages to 
either one person or within a group chat. Messages can only be sent to other smartphone users who also 
have WhatsApp. Once you install the app, it checks your address book to see if anyone else you know is 
already using WhatsApp, and connects you automatically. You have to be over 16 to use WhatsApp legally. 
Bullying can take many forms as it is a messaging service and we often hear of abusive group chats. You 
can block and delete the contact. You can find out more by emailing them at support@whatsapp.com.

General safety tips
Protecting your tweets
On Twitter you can choose to protect your tweets so that people can only follow you if you approve them 
first. You can select this by going into the 'settings menu' then 'security and privacy' and ticking the box for 
'protect my tweets'. Find out more about the difference on Twitter between public and protected tweets.

Hashtags
Be wary of using hashtags as that can open up your post to be visible on that particular hashtag thread on 
any social network or app. It can open up your post and your account to a wider audience than you 
originally intended.
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Keep it private
Don’t post anything on a social networking site which gives your real name, address, school, phone 
number or which will allow a stranger to contact you in real life. Make sure you don't ID your friends 
either.
Don't upload anything that might embarrass you at a later date. You might not realise it but things you 
post on the internet now could come back to cause problems for you later on, for instance when you go 
for an interview for college or a job. So if you are not happy for it to be shown to the world then do not 
hit send. Remember once you send it you have lost control of that image or comment.
If you have a webcam or smartphone never be pressured into taking pictures of yourself that you 
wouldn't want other people to see. Trust your gut instinct over this. Once again, once you hit send, you 
have lost control over that picture and this can cause anxiety and stress.
If you're using a shared computer at school, in an internet cafe or library then you'll stay logged on even 
when you close the browser. So don't forget to log off when you've finished the session. Read more tips 
about staying safe online.

Location settings
Many social networks like Facebook and Twitter allow you to post your location or check in each time 
you tweet or post a status update. This might seem like fun for your friends to know where you are, but it 
can also mean that people you don't know will see where you are, especially if you're tweeting from your 
mobile on a profile that is public. To turn off the location settings, go into the ‘Settings’ menu, scroll 
down 'Security and privacy' then to ‘Tweet location’ and untick the checkbox that says ‘Add a location to 
my tweets’. You can also press the button that says ‘Delete all location data’, to clear information about 
where you’ve been in the past.

Inappropriate behaviour
If anyone makes you feel uncomfortable or embarrassed online then please tell your parents or 
someone that can help. If they're doing it to you then they might also be doing it to other people. It's 
particularly important never to meet up with anyone you meet online in real life, if anyone suggests that 
to you and particularly if they suggest you keep it secret that's a real danger sign. 
When you go into a social networking site people might approach you to be a friend but remember that 
no matter how much they tell you about themselves, they are still strangers and they might not be telling 
you the truth about themselves. 
There have been cases of adults pretending to be young people to chat to them online and try and 
involve you in inappropriate activities. This is called grooming and is a criminal offence. CEOP (The Child 
Exploitation and Online Protection Centre) investigates cases of sex abuse and grooming on the 
internet. Incidents can be reported by clicking the red button on the top right hand corner of the CEOP 
website.
Although the police can get information from your computer's hard drive, it's helpful if you don't delete 
anything you think is dodgy until the police have decided whether they need it as evidence.
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Removing or blocking friends

Facebook - click on their profile, then on the 'message' button dropdown and you will 
see the option to 'unfriend'. You can also block a person this way.

Twitter - to remove or block someone on Twitter, click on the button with a head icon on 
it next to the ‘Follow’ button on a user’s profile. If you click on this you will see a menu 
with the options to BLOCK the user to prevent them from seeing your profile, and vice 
versa, and you can also REPORT FOR SPAM, which will alert Twitter to any users who are 
abusing the service. Read our article about Twitter safety.

YouTube - go to your account page and click on "All Contacts" link in the "Friends and 
Contacts" section. Choose which person you want to unfriend and the click on "Remove 
Contacts". From then on the person won't be on your "Share Video" list.

WhatsApp – You can click on the name and then you will be taken to a dropdown menu 
and you can then choose to block the person.

Snapchat – to block a user who added you follow the steps below. Tap 'Added Me' on 
the Profile Screen. Then tap their name, and tap the wheel icon next to their name. Press 
'Block' to prevent them from sending you Snaps, Chats, or from viewing your Stories.

Instagram – when you block someone, they can't see your profile or posts. People aren't 
notified when you block them. To block or unblock someone, tap their username to open 
their profile and then tap the three dots and press the option to block user.
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Closing your account

Facebook - to deactivate your Facebook account go to the "settings" tab on the Account 
page. That will remove your profile and content and nobody will be able to see your 
details or search for you. But if you decide to reinstate the account later then the whole 
lot will be restored, including your friends and photos. If you would like to permanently 
delete your Facebook account, log in to your account, click ‘Privacy and Settings’, ‘See 
More Settings’ and select ‘Delete my account’. Once you have confirmed your wish to 
delete your Facebook account it can take up to fourteen days for it to happen.
 
Twitter - on the settings tab on your profile, you will see 'deactivate my account' at the 
bottom. Click on this to delete your account. You have 30 days to change your 
mind otherwise your profile, all of your tweets and data will be permanently deleted. 

YouTube - click on "My Account" in the top right hand corner and under "Account 
Settings" click on "Delete Account". Give the reason you're quitting the site and your 
password and then click "Delete My Account". Log out by clicking the link in the top right 
hand corner. Your videos will be removed from the site immediately and the thumbnails 
will disappear as soon as YouTube is updated. Your profile is removed permanently. 

WhatsApp – you can remove the app from your smartphone either through app 
management in settings or by going into the settings of WhatsApp.

Snapchat - Open the Snapchat app, login and tap the Settings icon in the upper right 
corner. Navigate to Support and then Learning the Basics and then click on delete an 
account.

Instagram - Log into Instagram from a mobile browser or computer. You can't 
temporarily disable your account from within the Instagram app. Click your username in 
the top right and then select Edit Profile. Click temporarily disable my account in the 
bottom right and follow the on-screen instructions. If you want to delete your account 
permanently, go to the Delete Your Account page. If you're not logged into Instagram on 
the web, you'll be asked to log in first. Select an option from the drop-down menu next to 
Why are you deleting your account? And re-enter your password. The option to 
permanently delete your account will only appear after you've selected a reason from the 
menu. Click or tap permanently delete my account.
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Asking young people themselves 
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TEACHER

 
PARENTS

   
STUDENTS

We believe that by having teachers, parents and the students working 
together to combat bullying can result in the most positive, and 
successful schools. When the students themselves are involved in solving 
problems it empowers them and helps them to stand by the school 
policies. 

The children themselves are the only one who can truly tell us what the 
problems they are experiencing are. It is crucial that we listen to them 
as individuals, rather than presuming what the problem are that they 
are experiencing. We have found that by running engaging focus groups 
with a large variety of children, from many different social groups is a 
great way to find out the most prominent issues. Working out solutions 
with those same children is hugely important and highly interesting, as 
children can come up with really innovative ideas that wouldn't occur to 
an adult. 

We have found that some of the most successful work has involved 
students who are at risk or demonstrating bullying behaviour. The ‘act’ 
of driving informative messages has been a proven method in enabling 
self reflection on previous actions.

- Involve young people when trying to 
solve problems or challenges. They are 
the ones who know what’s happening 
online right now, and probably have a 
good understanding of how to 
navigate new and emerging sites. 

- Young people can play to prevent 
bullying, including when they find 
themselves as bystanders 

- Make it easy for young people to 
report bullying to you, so that they are 
assured that they will be listened to 
and incidents acted on. 



Links and resources      
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Please feel free to contact us if you require more information on how Unique Voice can 
help your setting tackle bullying. 

We follow these guidelines and school policy meticulously, aiming for your students to have 
the best possible school experience and for your school to receive a high Ofsted rating.  

BULLYING UK 

NSPCC 

NHS

THINK YOU KNOW 

CEOP

CYBER SMILE

Below are links to helpful websites which contain information and advice on cyber bullying. 

http://www.bullying.co.uk/cyberbullying/
http://www.bullying.co.uk/cyberbullying/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect/bullying-and-cyberbullying/legislation-policy-and-guidance/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect/bullying-and-cyberbullying/legislation-policy-and-guidance/
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/Bullying/Pages/Cyberbullying.aspx
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/Bullying/Pages/Cyberbullying.aspx
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/Listing/?cat=201,205,206&ref=28769
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/Listing/?cat=201,205,206&ref=28769
https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/
https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/
https://www.cybersmile.org/advice-help
https://www.cybersmile.org/advice-help

